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In this paper we show that, with the exception of a few easily characterized ii 
spaces, aU restricted linear spaces of square order n have the maximal degree of the lines 
equai to n + 1 t the degree of every point at least n -t 1, and further we show that p 
nz + pt + 1 4 4% w&e p is ‘the mmber of points and Q the number of tines. 
In this paper we wilf use the teminols y and notation of f 2 3. 
also refer to the prmquisit 2s 1 to P9, Theorems 
ts stated there. 
e are going to determine the v&e Of’ili for all 
suit we will then give a l@rwer bound for the degree. of th.6: points, an 
?? -f ?? + 1 G 4. 
aper is essenti Ily a continuation of [ 21, we shalf na 
the theartxns in that fashim. 
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>irz+n+l.ByT~~~oremAof(2] weseethat L!is 
rCNn I% we then have 
the meet of x1 and ~2. l%ut P9 yields b(w)> 1 + (p --Q/n. 
- l?)n* +12 493 - al. Since a\> 9 f 2, we get p(n -- 1) 
-- 2. fr0.m which it follfows tElat p 2is n- + n + 1 by stage 1. 
Stae 3.: a ? = n + 2, e?(w) ii 12 + I, p G #F+ n + 2. rt fallows from the 
ab rm& that 
= )“I t 3 would imply h(w) 6 ~1. Put 
we would have b(w) > rz + 1, since n > 3 by st;age 1. 
= M + 2. But even then we may coilclude 
lly, the upper hound for p follows from 
nal cmtr~dictbn. Consider the line x2_ Through eal:h 
not lying on x1 there are at least it f 2 lines by P3. Hence, by 
and fstage 3 we find 
n2 + F2 + 2 a p a q -n,s2+(n+l)r?+Ib(w)-n 
ia s2+n2+. + 1, 
he unique line mis~n~ ,x2 It’ tBrsr-& 3s one. Since 
ts of degree at least n + 2 must lie on x2 isr on x,, if it 
3 and stages 2 and 3, we find 
diets strge I(. 
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We also have;; a csrc3a to Theorem C that will become more hpor- 
n the ~ub~~y~lent development of this theory. 
LS of square order n ofher than a near-pencil we have 
raof. The result is true far Lin’s cross and any AP. For any other RLS 
combine Theorem C and the corolla to Lemma4 of [2]. 
In order to iaok at the next theorem, we must first give a definition 
due to Dembowski [ I]. A fivrite semiaffitze ykzne of type 111 (=F§P3) is 
any FLS obtained from Sony FPP by deleting a line together with all 
its points but one. Ctearlty, in such an FLS we have 
421 =a, =n+l =a,,*+1 =uq+ 1, 
bl=-hp_l=n+l =b,+l, 
. If i? is an MS of sqtiure order n, then b, 3 n + 3 for all - 
paints Id,, 1mzess f? is one of the fozzowin~: 
(i) a near-penciz, 
(ii) Lin 3 cross, 
(iii) QPl EW3, 
oaf. Let .Q be an RLS of square order IZ which is none of (i) through (iv). 
The theorem is obviously true if 2 is an FA . So let us exdude this case too. 
From Theorems B and C we knsw that q =_y2 = n + 1. 
, the meet of x1 and x2. Sup 
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That is, bp = IV and all lines through up me (n + 1 )-hes. Further, by P3 
alf (n + 1 M:lcs pass through UP. NOW since n 3 2, we may tet @” be the 
‘LS obtained from P by deleting t+, and denote its parameters by stx- 
hen y* = p - 1 = n2, q’ = q, and a; = a; = II, since a!1 (rr + Ii 
e paint, but ne other line did. ltf q G n2 + I‘E, then .I?* is an 
y T3 it mwt be an FM?. Since that would imply that L? is an PSP3, 
e must deduce that q Z n2 + ft + I. But sinctj i? is akw an R 
n + f for afl points id,, then any (F? -4 I )-line 
P3, and further it meets at most py2 + n - 1 
~jr~~~~~~~~t~n~t from its4f9 since z,+, lies an it. 711is is impossible. Therefore, 
y ke a psint such that b, >‘n + 2. Now since all fines through up 
) are (II + I j-lines and E is tight by Thesrem A of [II?]) we may let 
2 be chosen SO that x1 dues nat pass through uy and x2 does. 
re is a iine paPsing through u,, missing .+ Thus we have another 
~~nt u6 such that b, :a rz + 2 and 2~6 does I- it he on xL (sinct L! is tight) 
n x2 meets at least J$ + n lines other th:tn itself, and through u6 
s a fine that misses xz. Because this yklds tao many lines, we get 
lcgur final csneradiction. 
e re:sult holds for Lids cwss. SO suppcbse .C? is different from 
j ~hrQ~gh (iv j and different from Lids moss. S. mx A! is not an FAP, 
eorem kk of [ 2 1) L? is tight. Then combin ng Pi5, Theorem R 
Theorems C and 
y 2 (q - 1 )(a* -- 1j+b(wj>n2+n+1, 
